
Shindo Yoshin Ryu for Wado ryu practitioners – part 2 

(Disclaimer:  this article is an opinion piece based upon my personal experience.  Toby Threadgill Sensei 

is my friend and I am a member of TSYR.) 

In the previous article I covered the general history of Shindo Yoshin ryu.  I tried to show where Otsuka 

Sensei fit into the overall jujitsu framework.  When I see Otsuka Sensei move I clearly see a jujitsu adept 

who has mastered the intricacies of koryu jujitsu including the use of internal power.  When I see his 

martial art I see a true expert in every sense of the word.   

The only active lineage of Shindo Yoshin ryu is the one headed by Toby Threadgill.  Otsuka Sensei was 

not a part of that particular lineage.  According to the literature he was trained by Nakayama 

Tatsusaburo when he was young and when he was older he trained under Kanaya of Yoshin Koryu 

(cousin to Shindo Yoshin ryu).  Nakayama had trained in Shindo Yoshin ryu.  He was also a kendo 

instructor.  Since it is stated that Nakayama presented Otsuka Sensei with a menkyo kaiden one might 

surmise that Nakayama created his own variant of Shindo Yoshin ryu because he would not have had 

the authority to grant anyone a menkyo kaiden from the main line. 

The Shindo Yoshin ryu of Toby Threadgill split off from the main line sometime after 1890. At that time 

Shindo Yoshin ryu had two menkyo kaiden – Matakichi Inose and Shigeta Obata.  Inose, the senior of the 

two was appointed the 2nd generation headmaster by the founder Katsunosuke Matsuoka.  Obata then 

asked and got permission to leave and start his own faction of Shindo Yoshin ryu.  He called it Obata-ha 

Shindo Yoshin ryu.  The difference between the mainline and the Obata line seems to be that the 

mainline followed the judo track and focused on the hand to hand combat aspects of the art while the 

Obata line also kept the weapons curriculum alive.  For those who are not up on Japanese history most 

of the martial arts groups around the late 1800’s were encouraged by the Japanese government to 

abandon weapons training.  Samurai had their weapons taken away.  Their ‘man bun’ was outlawed.  

The rationale was that Japan had to learn the ways of the West and leave behind the outdated 

‘Japanese’ ways.  Western clothing, literature, educational pedagogy, all things Western were 

considered superior and assimilation into all things western was encouraged by the government. 

Condensed version of Japanese history in three sentences or less :  In 1852 President Millard Fillmore 

sent Matthew Perry to Japan and forced them to open their ports.  Prior to this Japan was a closed 

country.   

Perry shows up with his gun ships and Japan backs down in shock because they had never seen anything 

like this. The younger samurai are upset that the Japanese shogunate government capitulated to the 

Yankees.  But they also realized that Japan was behind the times and in order for Japan to be strong they 

had to modernize by selectively adopting certain things from the West.  There was a rebellion and the 

shogunate was overthrown, the Emperor was reinstated as the head of the country and a new 

government (Meiji) was formed to modernize the nation.  (watch Tom Cruise in the Last Samurai if 

reading history books is not your thing….although that battle technically happened AFTER the shogunate 

was overthrown – 1877 Satsuma Rebellion to be exact.  Google is your friend.) 

Ok so that was five sentences, not three.  But I digress. 

The newly established Meiji government had wrestled the power away from the Bakufu (Shogunate) 

and they did not want to deal with rebellion in any form. (Think Turkey 2016). The last thing they 



wanted to see were people still practicing the combative arts of the Samurai.  So the government 

‘strongly’ encouraged that martial arts schools focus on the non combative aspects of the art.  The 

primary purpose of martial arts was modified to focus on building character, developing healthy bodies, 

and teaching good citizenship (sounds like the Boy Scouts).  The last thing the government wanted were 

schools teaching assassination techniques. 

This was the origin of the DO school movement. (Ju-DO, Ken-DO, Karate-DO, Iai-DO).  The government 

wanted to create a public perception that only right wing fascist samurai nut jobs (potential anarchists) 

practiced kenjutsu. 

Hence the mainline Shindo Yoshin ryu jumped on the DO bandwagon and deemphasized their weapons 

training.   I suppose that makes Obata a right wing fascist wing nut.  Be that as it may, thanks to Obata 

the Shindo Yoshin ryu weapons curriculum survives until this day.  (For the record many Japanese 

martial art masters of the pre/post WWII were right wing fascist wing nuts.  A famous student of Gichin 

Funakoshi who will remain nameless experimented on US prisoners of war.  He worked as an  

‘interrogator’.  He wanted to see how long it would take for him to beat a man to death with his fists. Ok. 

So he was an extreme right wing ultra nationalist wing nut.) 

Today the Obata line has transformed into the Takamura line or TSYR for short.  Yukiyoshi Takamura, the 

founder of Takamura-ha Shindo Yoshin ryu was actually the grandson of Shigeta Obata.  Somewhere 

along the line Takamura Sensei who was born an Obata took his mother’s maiden name of Takamura 

and moved to Sweden. 

TSYR is similar to other koryu systems in that there is no kyu/dan rank system.  Teaching licenses are 

issued to mark teaching proficiency.  There are three levels of licensing;  Shoden, Chuden and Joden 

Gokui.     

In order to acquire the shoden license the student is expected to be able to teach the curriculum that is 

listed in the shoden taijutsu (jujitsu) scroll and the shoden buki (weapons) scroll.  Each technique is 

essentially a two person kata.  There are a total of 84 kata in the shoden curriculum alone. 

In the shoden taijutsu scroll there are weapons but the weapon if used is only held by the attacker.  

There are kata against empty hand, against sword and against knife.   

In the shoden buki scroll there is a set of kata that is similar to what most people would recognize as 

iaido kata in that the sword kata is a solo set.  The rest of the shoden buki scroll contains paired 

weapons kata using either sword or knife. 

The Chuden license is similar to the shoden license except that there are 135 kata.  The weapons list 

extends beyond the standard sword and tanto.  There is even kata for people wearing armor.  (Visualize 

chimpanzees in a fight.) 

The Joden Gokui license curriculum is also split into two scrolls – Jin no Maki (scroll of Man) and Ten no 

Maki (scroll of Heaven).  (Funny how we keep bumping into this Ten Chi Jin stuff).  These scrolls not only 

incorporate technical aspects of the art but also include internal power training, mental disruption, 

metaphysics, ethics and morality as related to the art.  

The Shinto religion is an integral part of TSYR so in order to get your Chuden/Joden teaching license you 

are required to memorize Shinto prayers (chants) known as norito and are taught to perform specific 



Shinto rituals so if your religion precludes you from performing or partaking in Shinto rituals then TSYR is 

not for you because it is not possible to take Shinto out of Shindo Yoshin ryu. 

Given this broad curriculum how could training in TSYR benefit your Wado? 

It depends on what you seek. 

I want to take a moment and turn to the subject of tanto tori and idori within the context of Wado ryu 

and Shindo Yoshin ryu.  I want to repeat once again that the following is my opinion and a view not 

necessarily held by the majority of people doing Wado.  Having said that not many people in Wado have 

experienced Shindo Yoshin ryu so this gives me a unique perspective. 

The tanto tori (defense against the knife) and idori (sitting defense) that was demonstrated by Otsuka 

Sensei IS the Shindo Yoshin ryu tanto tori and idori.  (Otsuka Sensei’s sword defense is not from Shindo 

Yoshin ryu.  I have no idea where or why he is doing what he is doing.)  Many of the karate kata that 

Otsuka Sensei learned from Funakoshi, Mabuni and Motobu were altered by Otsuka Sensei over the 

years to accent his vision of martial arts.  But the tanto tori and idori that he did was something he had 

acquired before he started karate.  His tanto tori and idori was based on his many years of training in 

jujitsu.  Otsuka Sensei rarely taught tanto tori and idori.  Most of the older Wado instructors did not 

learn it from him.  At best they learned it by mimicking his movements.  We have a saying in Japanese – 

saru mane.  猿（さる）。Saru is monkey in Japanese.  Saru mane means ‘monkey copying’ or ‘apeing’ 

in English.  In Japan a saru is considered extremely clever at mimicking behavior.  Most of the Japanese 

Wado instructors who do idori and tanto tori are at best engaged in saru mane.  It is not possible to 

learn the intricacies of these sophisticated movements because these are advanced jujitsu techniques 

that Otsuka Sensei performed using internal power.  Without the use of internal power these kata are 

what I call standard jujitsu.  (Utilizing leverage and taking advantage of the weak line and strong line is 

the stuff of standard jujitsu.)  The proponent of standard jujitsu is constantly colliding with the 

opponent’s force. If you are using internal power the way Otsuka Sensei used it you rarely collide with 

the opponent’s power because it isn’t possible to resist a spiral.  (A discussion for another time.)  These 

techniques are based on highly sophisticated and trained internal movements.   If you feel that your 

Wado tanto kata and Wado idori kata are missing a vital something or another then TSYR is your ticket 

to tanto/idori heaven. 

Most of the Wado senior instructors who do them today learned them by either  

a) Watching Otsuka Sensei perform them 

b) Learned from their senior (who probably learned it by watching Otsuka Sensei perform them) 

 

If you are skilled enough to learn Wado from a youtube video then perhaps your tanto and idori will 

work for you.  But for the average person this is like learning kata from a green belt. 

The only way to properly learn what Otsuka Sensei was doing would be to seek out Toby Threadgill. 

 

Let me break this down.  Yes it is possible to ape the outside movements of any technique with 

sufficient practice – but it is not possible to steal what is going on internally.  The ‘stuff’ that makes tanto 

and idori special is the stuff that is happening inside – the parts you can’t see, the parts that has to be 

taught face to face by someone who understands the internals.  Without the internal workings of the 

kata at best you are an awesome monkey. This stuff is a part of the TSYR curriculum.  They devote a set 



of kata called Nairiki no gyo just to develop internal power.  Internal power is not magic, it can be taught.  

How does utilizing internal power transform idori or tanto tori?  That’s actually an article I will leave for 

another day.  Let’s just say Toby was sitting in seiza having people grab his forearm.  He was practicing 

how to create kuzushi in his attacker without moving.  Without his forearm moving the holder was 

falling and losing their balance (kuzushi).  Looked like magic – or looked totally fake.  Depends on your 

frame of reference I suppose.  How does one possibly knock over someone who reaches out to grab 

them when you don’t move yourself?  If you know what to do and your body has been conditioned to do 

this type of skill then it is possible with practice.  First you have to learn how to move your tissues 

without moving your arm.  Then you learn to move your bone without moving your arm. (When I say not 

moving I mean the arm does not move from side to side or from point a to point b. It remains in its 

allotted space.) Then you learn how to move your bone and tissues in opposite directions.  Your arm is 

still not moving.  You also learn how to bring your entire body to your forearm by developing strong 

connections within your body. So your arm is being ‘not moved’ by your entire body mass plus structure.  

Not only this but you also have at least 3 vectors being emitted at the point of contact all going in 

different directions. (The place where you are grabbed is the point of contact). 

 

Think first block of kihon kumite.  We do three things simultaneously. Rotation, revolution, and what I 

call lateral rotation with the forearm tips moving in opposite directions like a weather vane.   These 

actions done at the same time will create 3 separate vectors at the point of contact which as we know 

always induces kuzushi.  That’s why people fall down when they grab his ‘non moving forearm’.  It’s 

actually moving but you can’t source it so you can’t oppose it.   We rotate our forearm.  We also exert 

force in the direction of our opponent with our non moving forearm.  (For the record I have no idea how 

Toby Threadgill actually does this.  I am sure there is more than one way to skin a cat.  The above 

description is just how I train and wrap my head around the challenge of kuzushiing someone without 

moving.  At the end of the day you have to be able to show it otherwise it doesn’t count.  There is a Tai 

Chi saying ‘ Motion in Stillness, Stillness in Motion.’   This is motion in stillness.  We are trying to emit 

subtle spirals into the opponent. If you can’t spiral then you can’t create kuzushi in your opponent. (Of 

course you can create kuzushi without spiraling.  I’m only referring to this particular scenario.  You can 

create kuzushi utilizing basic unsophisticated jujitsu.   These movements require a highly trained and 

coordinated body.  This type of training is taught to the senior students of TSYR.  This type of training 

was evident in Otsuka Sensei.   He had to have learned it from his koryu jujitsu/SYR training.  If you know 

how to see then you will realize it is all over the place in Wado.  This is not an accident.  Otsuka Sensei is 

manifesting the advanced jujitsu internal power methods within his Wado kihon, kata and kihon kumite.  

The entire Naihanchi kata was his way to specifically train internal power.  We never do this for the 

bunkai.  That’s silly. 

 

Is it possible to call yourself a Wado karate person and not know tanto tori or idori?  Of course.  Ninety 

percent of Japanese Wado people have never been taught tanto tori or idori.  It’s not even in the 

curriculum.  This tanto/idori thing is a European anomaly thanks to Suzuki Sensei. 

Otsuka Sensei did not have any desire to teach tanto tori or idori.  Why?   I have no idea.  Something 

about ‘you guys can’t even do junzuki….so why are you bothering me with tanto stuff?’ (I am 

paraphrasing Otsuka Sensei). 

 



As for the other bits of TSYR – will that help your Wado?  Depends I suppose.  But you have to be 

naturally talented to make it work to have it crossover into karate.  Extremely talented.    Most aren’t.  It 

won’t necessarily make your kihon better.  It won’t necessarily make your kata better, nor your kumite.  

And yet at a very high level the top people in both arts are doing similar things internally.   So then why 

bother pursuing TSYR?  I tell people that if you like playing with sharp objects then you can’t go wrong 

with TSYR because we are kissing cousins – but only if you like playing with sharp objects.   

 

Oh I almost forgot.  You get to wear a skirt!  Don’t forget the skirt.   

 

But if your thing is tanto tori or idori then TSYR is the only game in town.  Don’t walk.  Run. (as long as 

you are not carrying a sharp object) Sensei Toby Threadgill is always happy to answer questions.   

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shinto – norito 

Joden –  

Myoden highest technical expression of the art   


